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CORRESPONDENCE

The anorectal exam is unnecessary!
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The anorectal examination is an unnecessary part of the
International Standards for Neurological Classification of
Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI) in almost all cases. Its
requirement in the ISNCSCI is based on limited data and a
modification of the “sacral sparing” definition of SCI pro-
posed by Waters [1]. The reliability of deep anal sensation
and voluntary anal contraction (VAC) are modest, and the
validity of deep anal pressure (DAP) as an indicator of
somatic sensation has been questioned. Finally, the pre-
dictive validity of “sacral sparing” as defined in the
ISNCSCI is limited.

The basis of the inclusion of DAP and VAC in the
ISNCSCI is said to be from Waters [1], who reported that a
change in classification of completeness was unidirectional
using his proposed sacral sparing definition, and bidirec-
tional using the Frankel scale definition (sparing of sensory
or motor function more than three levels below the neuro-
logical level of injury, NLI). Waters [1], however, did not
include DAP in his definition of sacral sparing, and VAC
was not the sole criterion for motor sparing! He defined
motor sparing as motor function in the VAC or the toe
flexor (TF) muscles. Sensory sacral sparing was defined as
“presence of sensation in the perinium at the anal muco-
cutaneous junction, glans penis or clitoris [1].” The article
did not describe which component(s) were present in per-
sons classified as incomplete by sacral sparing.

The value of the anorectal examination in whole or in
part has been questioned. The European Multicenter Study
on Human Spinal Cord Injury (EM-SCI) group looked at
the ability to ambulate at 1 year based on the ISNCSCI
sacral sparing definition and components of the sacral exam.
They found that the combination of VAC and S4-5 light
touch (LT) and pin prick (PP) scores (omitting DAP) was
better at predicting ambulation by 1 year than the current

definition of incomplete (including DAP) [2]. To be fair,
however, the sacral sparing criteria was meant to identify
inujries that have no sparing of sensory or motor function
from those with some sparing. There was no suggestion that
having any sacral sparing would be a good predictor of
ambulation.

The value of the sacral sparing definition of complete-
ness is not clear, however. There are discrepencies in the
description and terminology for the anorectal exam,
including whether to apply pressure against the anal
sphincter, the rectal wall, or both. Stimulating the rectal wall
may activate autonomic pathways and generate a response
not based on somatically mediated sensation [3]. Report of a
large number of subjects in the control group of a clinical
trial converting from complete to incomplete based solely
on anorectal sensation [4] highlights the importance of
assuring that the test for sacral sensation be done con-
sistently and reflect somatic sensory preservation.

Potential alternatives exist for the anorectal exam com-
ponents, DAP, VAC, and bulbocavernosus reflex. The
majority of persons classified as American Spinal Injury
Association impairment scale (AIS) B have LT and/or PP
preservation. Zariffa looked at patterns of sacral sparing and
found that for all exams at all time points in the EMSCI
database at the time (n= 3848, NLI C4-T12), only 5% had
discrepant DAP and S4-5 LT-PP results [5]. For those
classified as AIS B, the rate was higher, 22%, with 12.5%
having just DAP and 9.5% just S4-5 sensation. Marino [6]
showed that pressure sensation at the S3 sensory point
(S3P) may be a good substitute for DAP. Test–retest
reliability of S3P was excellent (kappa= 0.98) and
agreement between DAP and S3P was 89%, with differ-
ences split evenly. S3P was more sensitive than LT or PP at
S4-5, present more often, and at a similar frequency
as DAP.

The author has looked at the hip adductors and/or TFs
(HA-TF) as an alternative to VAC in persons with SCI
above L1. Motor function in the HA-TF and VAC had high
agreement (46 out of 49, kappa= 0.81). In the three cases
where these differed, HA-TF was present with no VAC
(unpublished data). This suggests that the HA-TF, neither
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required elements of the ISNCSCI, may be more sensitive
to sparing of motor function than VAC.

This leaves the bulbocavernosus (BC) reflex, an optional
element, and also unnecessary. The anocutaneous (anal
wink) reflex can and should be performed while checking
PP sensation at S4-5. This is a monosynaptic reflex quite
similar to the BC reflex. To my knowledge, there are
no studies comparing the anal wink and BC reflex for
prediction of bowel or bladder function. The presence of
the anocutaneous reflex has been associated with bladder
continence in children with myelomeningocele [7].

All of this, however, misses the point. The rationale for
performing the anorectal exam, as described in the anorectal
exam module of InSTeP, is that a positive result provides
“evidence that some nerve transmission is getting past the
injured part of the spinal cord [8].” The previous definition
of incomplete, sparing more than three levels below the
neurological level of injury, may have been too lenient. In
some cases, the zone of partial preservation (ZPP) likely
extended more than three levels below the NLI. Recovery of
segments adjacent to the NLI without revovery below the
lower edge of the ZPP resulted in persons with SCI con-
verting to “complete” due to improvement in the NLI and
resultant shrinkage of the ZPP to less than three segments.
Conversely, the sacral sparing definition may be too strict. A
person with a cervical SCI who can activate a lower extre-
mity muscle has evidence of nerve transmission past the site
of the injured cord irrespective of the status of DAP or VAC.

Already, the Neurological Standards Committee has
moved toward targeted performance of the anorectal exam.
The 2011 version of the standards states “in patients who
have LT or PP sensation at S4-5, evaluation of DAP is not
necessarily required as the patient already has a designation
for a sensory incomplete injury [9].” It is not clear why the
committee did not use the same reasoning with VAC: if a
patient is sensory incomplete with motor sparing more than
three levels below the motor level, then this patient already
has a designation of motor incomplete, and testing VAC is
unnecessary. As incomplete injuries are increasing in fre-
quency, the majority of patients with SCI will have sensory
and or motor function clearly below the level of spinal cord
damage. When information about somatic sacral sparing is

needed, testing of S3 pressure and TFs/HAs will provide
similar if not more valid information than DAP or VAC
testing. The exception to this would be in cases where the
area of spinal cord injury and the sacral components coin-
cide, namely conus or cauda equina injuries. In all other
cases, the anorectal exam is simply not needed.
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